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R: Hello and welcome to Liverpool John Moores University Special Collections and Archives 

Soundcloud.  

K: This is a new podcast, Five Minutes with Femorabilia, a collection of 20th Century Women and 

Girls’ magazines housed here in the archives.  

R: Each week we will be discussing a different topic taken from one of the magazines in the 

collection. 

K: I’m Katie R: and I’m Rosie 

K: and we are currently undertaking an internship titled A Girl’s Place Is in the Home? Domestic 

Tasks and Girls Magazines. 

R: One of our main tasks is to catalogue domestic content such as cooking and sewing in magazines 

including Jackie and Just Seventeen, from the 60s through to the 80s. 

K: This week’s episode is called Make Your Mark, taken from The Jackie Fashion Special, in the May 

the 8th 1976 issue. We will be discussing how Jackie encouraged girls to customise their own clothes 

and trying it out for ourselves. 

R: All the images we are discussing will be available on the accompanying Femorabilia blog – link in 

the description.  

K: Since we’ve been interns here in special collections we have been complaining about how cold it 

is in the reading room, and our supervisors suggested we get special archive cardigans. So this week 

we decided to do just that. 

R:  Taking suggestions from various Jackie magazines from the 1970s, we customised cardigans and 

we are going to talk you through the features we found and how we applied them to our own items.  

K: First up we have initials. The Make Your Mark spread says that “initials are a great way of cheering 

up a plain shirt or t.shirt”. The feature itself is an illustrated full page in black and white which would 

have appealed to girls of all sewing skill level.  

R: There are simpler suggestions like layering coloured felt but also something for more experienced 

embroiders, suggesting you embroider your initial out of flowers.  

When I was younger, I used to be a member of the young embroiders guild and even once won 

young embroiderer of the year. However, now I barely managed to embroider a simple flower, 

choosing instead to stick a pre-made rhinestone R onto the chest of my cardigan. 

K: That’s a bit better than my efforts Rosie. I stuck a rhinestone K on the chest and I barely managed 

to craft left over sequin letters into a c&c in homage to Cathy & Clare the famous Jackie agony aunts. 

I also spelt “neck” in sequins on the neck, because I read a promotional feature for Dylon fabric dyes 

that suggested writing body parts on an old tracksuit and I couldn’t resist.  

R: It’s a bit classier than my sequinned Donny, obviously for Donny Osmond a regular Jackie pin-up. 



 

K: Because this is our first podcast and we can’t think of a smooth transition. Buttons. No cardigan is 

complete without buttons, but tell that to high-street fashion designers today.  

R: Many of Jackie’s So Far Sew Good features, the second sew being S E W, suggested buttons for 

more than practical purposes.  

K: We managed to find some delightful lip shape buttons in The Works on Bold Street so in the spirit 

of 29th November 1975 Jackie we got “all buttoned up”.  

R: That’s not just a bad joke but the name of the feature which suggests to “stick enormous bright” 

coloured buttons” on the collar and cuffs of an old jumper. I sewed on mine in a cluster down one 

edge, and it looks awful.  

K: Whereas I replaced the old buttons with pink, red and purple lips and it looks brilliant but I had to 

cut the button holes larger. That is Jackie initiative but if you come and see the cardigan in the 

special collection’s reading room don’t look too closely.  

 

R: Finally, in another good pun from February 7th 1976, Jackie suggests some bloomin’ lovely 

embellishments for an old school cardigan. Quite a few of the features suggested to customise old 

school uniforms. I found one that suggested if you customise an old school hat, you will turn from 

girl to woman.  

K: As we have established we cannot sew, and the feature suggested to applique roses but we 

bought some fetching daisies, again from The Works (sponsor us please).  

R: I attached mine around the bottom and it’s the best bit of the cardigan.  

K (It is really good actually if you didn’t see the rest of the cardigan it would look wearable). I sewed 

two daisies on the top of the left sleeve ,and that’s all I have to say about that. 

 

R: That’s all for this week on Five (ish) minutes with Femorabilia. Join us again and in the meantime 

follow us on Twitter @FemorabiliaLJMU where we regularly post, as well as the blog and The LJMU 

archives blog, all in the description below. Feel free to tweet us any memories about your Jackie 

crafting days. 

K: We’ll see you next week for more “research in practice”. Bye for now Femorabiliacs! Like and 

subscribe. 

 

 


